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LIEUTENANT GENERAL
H.E. ABDULLAH KHALIFA AL MARRI

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, DUBAI POLICE

On behalf of Dubai Police and our esteemed 
partners, it is our greatest honour to host the 
second edition of the World Police Summit 
from 7 - 9 March 2023, at the Dubai World 
Trade Centre in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

Building on the success of the launch edition, 
the World Police Summit 2023 will play a vital 
role as the prime platform for international 
police chiefs, law enforcement leaders, 
intergovernmental entities and the private 
sector to foster partnerships and take stock 
of the evolving dynamics of public safety and 
security.

Hosting over 250 speakers, including Ministers 
and Police Chiefs from leading entities 
such as the INTERPOL, United Nations, 
ROADPOL, GCCPOL and more, the Summit 
serves as a critical arena for over 3,000 
conference delegates to debate key trends 
in crimefighting and fathom the modern 
challenges facing police forces. 

With an expanded programme, across 
six thematic conferences, the summit will 
address the critical priorities of policing 
and law enforcement agencies covering 
crime and criminal justice, national security 
and counterterrorism, financial crime and 
anti-money laundering, cybercrime, police 
innovation and technology, forensic science, 
anti-narcotics, police leadership and officer 
wellbeing, K9 and drones.

A WELCOME MESSAGE 
FROM THE EVENT HOST

Highlights in 2023 will be the World Police 
Summit Awards, celebrating excellence in 
policing and focusing on institutional and 
individual achievements, the World Police 
Summit Think Tank Series – a high-level closed-
door discussion for senior leaders, mirroring the 
conference tracks and the Officers Club - the 
invite only meeting place for the VIPs of the 
industry.

We look forward to hosting you at the World 
Police Summit
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Leveraging on the success of the World Police Summit 2022, Dubai Police is pleased to 
unveil the World Police Awards 2023 to identify and acknowledge the achievements of the 
world’s best individuals and teams in policing and law enforcement. 

Across seven categories, the annual Awards uphold the highest international standards 
and set new performance benchmarks in law enforcement to celebrate the individuals 
and teams who have made a critical contribution to transforming policing operations, 
organisational excellence, scientific achievements, and community relations worldwide 
over the past year.

RECOGNISING AND 
REWARDING EXCEPTIONAL 
PEOPLE IN POLICING AND 
LAW ENFORCEMENT
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WORLD POLICE
AWARDS CATEGORIES

Inspiring Female 
Officer Award

POD Excellence 
Award

Good Samaritan 
Award

Excellence in Criminal 
Investigation

Award

Excellence in
Anti-Narcotics 

Programme
Award

Excellence in 
Forensic Science 

Award

Innovative Police 
Force Award
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AWARD TIME LINE
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LAUNCH AWARDS

THURSDAY 1 SEP 2022

DEADLINE
TO SUBMIT ENTRIES
SUNDAY 15 JAN 2023

JURY MEETING

MONDAY 6 FEB 2023

WORLD
POLICE AWARDS

THURSDAY 9 MAR 2023

JURY REVIEW

 TUESDAY 24 JAN 2023

FINALISTS
ANNOUNCEMENT

FRIDAY 17 FEB 2023
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All entries received online will be checked by 
the organisers (dmg events) and the host of the 
Summit (Dubai Police) before reaching the jury, for 
validity against submission criteria and guidelines 
before these progress onto the next stage of jury 
evaluation.

Each judge will evaluate all the submitted entries 
on the online review portal.

Scores from the online review are then tabulated 
and the top seven entries in each category will be 
shortlisted.

The jury members will meet and review 
the shortlisted entrants in each category 
and four finalists will be chosen in each category.

Finalists will be announced and informed after 
the Jury meeting. Winners will be kept confidential 
and announced only at the event.

The decision of the Jury will be final and binding.
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This award category recognises the accomplishments of outstanding women in the global policing 
and law enforcement spectrum for their exemplary leadership and operational skillsets, that have 
had a significant impact on their agency and for their continuous drive for growth and success 
both personally and professionally.

INSPIRING FEMALE OFFICER AWARD

ENTRY CRITERIA:

$ Incumbent police officers with at least 10 years of experience 
(current ranks: Lieutenant/two-star officers and above)

$ Female officers who have overcome hard circumstances 
to join the force or were able to break stereotypes in their 
fields through their hard work and dedication

$ Female officers who have shown an outstanding track 
record of operational/tactical expertise, team/unit 
management, and mentorship

$ Individuals working within a police force’s operational, field, 
leadership, or civilian roles functions can submit entries

$ Entries can be made by the individual directly. Colleagues, 
peers or other representatives from the police force may 
also submit an entry on behalf of the individual

$ Police forces may nominate more than one employee/
individual in this category

$ Please do not submit your entries more than once. If multiple 
entries are received for the same person, the most recent 
entry will be considered, and older entries will be deleted

$ Awards Jury Members cannot be nominated or nominate 
themselves in this category

JUDGING CRITERIA:

Measurable achievements 
and significant indicators of 
progress (30%)

Please highlight professional 
achievements within your career. 
Examples include leading a tactical 
operations team, successfully leading a 
change/research within the force that 
has had a major impact on the day-to-
day operations, or creating processes 
to further enhance productivity in field 
operations, back office, intelligence, 
etc. Personal achievements may be 
included.

Innovation (20%) 

Please highlight how you have 
innovated within your role. Examples 
include creating/introducing a new 
technology or process that has helped 
the force save time and money; thought 
of and implementing an out-of-the-
box idea that helped transform your 
department/project, amongst others.

Impact (30%)

Please highlight your initiative/project 
that has a direct or indirect impact on 
public safety, community happiness, or 
the development of your organisation 
(police force/law enforcement agency). 
The geographical focus of the impact 
can be local, regional, or international.

Professional skills and 
job know-how (20%)

Successfully demonstrated professional 
skills and job know-how and has taken 
substantial effort in continuously 
upgrading this knowledge. This 
can include information on courses 
undertaken, and articles and 
publications authored. 

Please note that this is not restricted 
to technical/tactical field know-how 
only. This can include your learning and 
development within your job function 
as HR, finance, administration, IT, road 
safety, intelligence, training, research, 
and day-to-day operations.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED: 

Cover letter:
The entry must include a cover letter summarising why the 
individual has been nominated. The cover letter must be 
personalised and must articulate the nominee’s journey and story. 
The cover letter must include information on:

$ Demonstrated leadership skills including but not limited to 
initiatives taken to improve internal processes and team 
performance and processes; bolstered community relationships, 
and enhance public safety and security. 

$ Initiatives taken to mentor and advance team members

$ Implemented practices to improve their area of expertise 
(tactical, field operations, etc.)

$ Going over and beyond their line of duty to break organisational 
bias and champion women empowerment across the force.

Note: Cover letters can either be typed into the text box 
provided in the portal or may be uploaded as an attachment 
(word document or PDF).

Acknowledgment letters (mandatory)

Please include at least one acknowledgment/recommendation letter 
from your superiors, peers, internal stakeholders, direct reports, or 
clients. Accepted formats: PDFs or image files (JPG/PNG). Letters 
that do not have signatures will not be accepted. Letters must be 
addressed to the Awards Jury of the World Police Awards 2023. 

Other supporting documents (Optional)

• Links to any articles, interviews, or publications authored on police 
 strategies or advancing leadership, inclusion, and diversity within the force

• Photos or links to industry awards or recognition received if any
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This award category recognises the accomplishments of outstanding men and women in the 
global policing and law enforcement spectrum for their exemplary professional achievements 
despite their physical challenges.

POD EXCELLENCE AWARD

ENTRY CRITERIA:

$ Incumbent police officers or civilians from law enforcement 
organization who have gone beyond their call of duty to 
protect the communities they serve in despite their physical 
challenges

$ Officers or employees who suffered disabilities due to injuries 
caused by the fieldwork, yet were able to continue a high 
level of performance in serving the force or law enforcement 
organization can also submit entries for this category

$ Individuals working within a police force’s operational, field, 
leadership, or civilian roles functions can submit entries

$ Entries can be made by the individual directly. Colleagues, 
peers or other representatives from the police force may also 
submit an entry on behalf of the individual

$ Police forces may nominate more than one employee/
individual in this category

$ Please do not submit your entries more than once. If multiple 
entries are received for the same person, the most recent 
entry will be considered, and older entries will be deleted

$ Awards Jury Members cannot be nominated or nominate 
themselves in this category

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED: 

Cover letter:
The entry must include a cover letter summarising why the individual 
has been nominated. The cover letter must be personalised and must 
articulate the nominee’s journey and story. The cover letter must 
include information on:
$ Personal or professional achievements that underline the 

person’s drive for success and growth 
$ Initiatives taken to enhance their professional or educational 

skillsets for the benefit of the police force 
$ Implemented practices to improve their area of expertise 

(tactical, field operations, etc.)
$ Programmes that emphasize the individual going over and 

beyond their line of duty to break organisational bias and 
champion diversity across the force can also be included

Note: Cover letters can either be typed into the text box 
provided in the portal or may be uploaded as an attachment 
(word document or PDF).

Acknowledgment letters (mandatory)
Please include at least one acknowledgment/recommendation letter 
from your superiors, peers, internal stakeholders, direct reports, or clients. 
Accepted formats: PDFs or image files (JPG/PNG). Letters that do not 
have signatures will not be accepted. Letters must be addressed to the 
Awards Jury of the World Police Awards 2023.  

Other supporting documents (Optional)
• Links to any articles, interviews, or publications authored 

on police strategies or advancing leadership, inclusion, and 
diversity within the force

• Photos or links to industry awards or recognition received if any

JUDGING CRITERIA:

Measurable achievements 
and significant indicators of 
progress (40%)
Please highlight professional 
achievements within your career 
despite your physical disabilities. 
Examples include leading a tactical 
operations team, enhancing 
community happiness/safety, 
successfully leading a change/
research within the force that has 
had a major impact on the day-to-
day operations, or creating processes 
to further enhance productivity 
in field operations, back office, 
and intelligence, etc. Personal 
achievements may be included.

Impact (40%)
Please highlight your initiative/project 
that has a direct or indirect impact on 
public safety, community happiness, or 
the development of your organisation 
(police force/law enforcement agency) 
or taking initiatives to encourage 
people with disabilities to be a part 
of the police force or engage in 
community safety. The geographical 
focus of the impact can be local, 
regional, or international.

Professional skills 
and job know-how (20%)
Successfully demonstrated professional 
skills and job know-how and has taken 
substantial effort in continuously 
upgrading this knowledge. This 
can include information on courses 
undertaken, and articles and 
publications authored. 

Please note that this is not restricted 
to technical/tactical field know-how 
only. This can include your learning and 
development within your job function 
as HR, finance, administration, IT, road 
safety, intelligence, training, research, 
and day-to-day operations.
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This award category recognises the accomplishments of outstanding individuals from the public 
community who have contributed exceptionally to preventing or solving a crime, enhancing public 
safety, or who has lent a helping hand to those who are in need and potentially saved their life.

GOOD SAMARITAN AWARD

ENTRY CRITERIA:

$ Any individuals from the public community who has shown 
extraordinary concern for the safety of society or helping 
other individuals who are most in need.

$ Individuals working within a police force’s operational, 
field, leadership, or civilian roles functions can submit 
entries

$ The individual can submit entries directly. Neighbours, 
police officers, peers, or relatives may also submit an entry 
on behalf of the individual

$ Please do not submit your entries more than once. 
If multiple entries are received for the same person, 
the most recent entry will be considered, and older entries 
will be deleted

$ Awards Jury Members cannot be nominated or nominate 
themselves in this category

$ Incumbent police officers cannot be nominated or 
nominate themselves for this category

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED: 

Cover letter:
The entry must include a cover letter summarising why the 
individual has been nominated. The cover letter must be 
personalised and must articulate the nominee’s journey and story. 
The cover letter must include information on:

$ Initiatives taken to prevent an accident, help others in need 
or enhance the overall safety or the communities

$ Any act of collaboration with police forces to solve or 
prevent a crime can also be included

Note: Cover letters can either be typed into the text 
box provided in the portal or may be uploaded as an 
attachment (word document or PDF).

Acknowledgment letters (mandatory)

Please include at least one acknowledgment/
recommendation letter from your colleagues, neighbours, 
police officers, or other government officials highlighting 
your achievement. Accepted formats: PDFs or image files 
(JPG/PNG). Letters that do not have signatures will not be 
accepted. Letters must be addressed to the Awards Jury of 
the World Police Awards 2023.

Other supporting documents (Optional)

• Links to any articles, interviews, or publications that highlight 
your story, initiatives as a good Samaritan

• Photos or links to industry awards or recognition received if any

JUDGING CRITERIA:
Measurable achievements 
and significant indicators of 
progress (40%)

Please highlight how the person 
has exhibited selfless acts of 
kindness, courage, or compassion to 
communities or people in distress. 
Include any instances where the 
person has gone beyond their 
physical capabilities to help the 
police solve a crime or suggest and 
implement changes to enhance 
societal safety and security.

Impact (40%)

Please highlight your initiative/
project that has a direct or indirect 
impact on public safety, community 
happiness, or saving the life of an 
individual. The geographical focus of 
the impact can be local, regional, or 
international.

Please note that this is not restricted 
to technical/tactical field know-
how only. This can include your 
learning and development within 
your job function as HR, finance, 
administration, IT, road safety, 
intelligence, training, research, and 
day-to-day operations.

Recommendation (20%)

Please highlight recommendations 
and awards received from the 
police force or government agencies 
highlighting the individual’s 
achievements that have contributed 
to enhancing public safety or 
security. Letters of recommendation 
from police forces, law enforcement 
agencies or emergency response 
teams may also be included.
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This award category recognises the accomplishments of exceptional criminal investigation teams 
from the global police forces who have implemented remarkable strategies for solving complex 
crimes and tracking down criminals.

EXCELLENCE IN CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION AWARD

ENTRY CRITERIA:

$ Any crime prevention, criminal identification, or 
intelligence teams from global police forces who have 
applied forward-looking strategies in their day-to-day 
operations or on any case/mission.

$ Entries can be submitted by teams within police forces 
or law enforcement agencies

$ Entries can relate to any crime form including homicide, 
drug trafficking, financial crime, cybercrime, etc.

$ Please submit separate entries for each team/crime 
form in case you have different departments that 
would like to submit entries highlighting their initiatives.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED: 

Cover letter:
The entry must include a cover letter summarising why the 
team/unit is submitting an entry for this award category. The 
cover letter must be 500 words or less, personalised, and must 
articulate the team’s journey and story in solving a complex 
crime. The cover letter must include information on key 
initiatives, strategies, and cross-border initiatives, if any, that 
has helped solve the crime or identify criminals. 

Note: 

$ Cover letters can either be typed into the text box provided 
in the portal or may be uploaded as an attachment (word 
document or PDF)

$ If the crime form relates to drug trafficking, please submit 
an entry in the ‘Best Anti-Narcotics Programme of the Year’ 
category.

Note: Cover letters can either be typed into the text box 
provided in the portal or may be uploaded as an attachment 
(word document or PDF).

Acknowledgment letters (mandatory)

Please include at least one acknowledgment/
recommendation letter from your superiors or the head of the 
department highlighting the team’s efforts. Accepted formats: 
PDFs or image files (JPG/PNG). Letters that do not have 
signatures will not be accepted. Letters must be addressed to 
the Awards Jury of the World Police Awards 2023.  

Other supporting documents (Optional)

$ Links to any news articles, interviews, or publications 
that highlight the crime

$ Photos or links to industry awards or recognition received 
if any

JUDGING CRITERIA:

Measurable Impact (50%)
Please explain the impact 
your team has had in reducing, 
predicting, preventing, or 
solving a crime or tracking 
down criminals. For example, 
collaborating with foreign police 
teams in tracking down an 
international suspect, or working 
with the community to enhance 
their awareness of crime patterns 
and terrorist situations. Try to 
quantify the societal impact as 
much as possible (for example, as 
an economic impact); the more 
numbers you include, the better. 

Innovation (30%)
Please explain how your unit has 
embraced innovation (process 
or technology) to solve, prevent 
or predict crime. For example, 
employing technology to solve a 
crime that has never been used 
in the country/region/globally. 
Please note that innovation does 
not necessarily imply something 
completely new, for example, if 
a technology/process has been 
replicated from another region for 
the first time, this certainly counts 
as being innovative.

Transferability (20%)
How easy is it to replicate the 
best practices of your strategy/
technology/process and apply 
them to other locations locally 
or globally? Does it have the 
potential to become an industry 
best practice?

1 0 World Police Summit  2023 - Awards
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EXCELLENCE IN CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION AWARD

This award category recognises the best anti-narcotics and drug awareness programmes of global 
police forces, drug enforcement, and public health agencies that have had a substantial impact 
on the reduction of narcotics supply or a decline in substance use across societies.

EXCELLENCE IN ANTI-NARCOTICS
PROGRAMME AWARD

ENTRY CRITERIA:

$ Teams within global police forces, drug enforcement 
agencies and public health institutions (including 
health ministries) who have championed novel drug 
awareness campaigns in their jurisdiction or have 
successfully performed a large-scale drug bust.

$ Entries can be on countering drug trafficking, drug 
awareness, de-addiction or rehabilitation programmes

$ Entries can be submitted by teams within police forces 
or law enforcement agencies

$ Please submit separate entries for each programme 
in case you have separate initiatives for awareness, 
rehabilitation, etc. 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED: 

Cover letter:
The entry must include a cover letter summarising 
why the team/unit is submitting an entry for this 
award category. The cover letter must be 500 
words or less, personalised, and must articulate the 
team’s journey and story in enhancing the society’s 
awareness of drugs. The cover letter must include 
information on key initiatives, strategies, and 
cross-border initiatives, if any, that have helped the 
programme. 

Note: Cover letters can either be typed into the text 
box provided in the portal or may be uploaded as an 
attachment (word document or PDF).

Acknowledgment letters (mandatory)

Please include at least one acknowledgment/
recommendation letter from your superiors or the 
head of the department highlighting the team’s 
efforts. Accepted formats: PDFs or image files (JPG/
PNG). Letters that do not have signatures will not 
be accepted. Letters must be addressed to the 
Awards Jury of the World Police Awards 2023.  

Other supporting documents (Optional)

$ Links to any news articles, interviews, or 
publications that highlight the crime

$ Photos or links to industry awards or recognition 
received if any

JUDGING CRITERIA:

Measurable Impact (50%)

Please explain the impact 
your team has had in solving 
a drug bust, tracking down 
drug traffickers, educating the 
communities on the ill effects of 
substance abuse and addiction, 
or supporting drug rehabilitation. 
Try to quantify the societal impact 
as much as possible (for example, 
as an economic impact in the 
case of drug trafficking); the more 
numbers you include, the better. 

Innovation (30%)

Please explain how your unit has 
embraced innovation (process or 
technology) to solve a drug bust, 
track down traffickers or enhance 
community awareness. For 
example, employing intelligence 
and technology to track down an 
international suspect involved in a 
trans-national drug crime that has 
never been used in the country/
region/globally. Please note that 
innovation does not necessarily 
imply something completely new, 
for example, if a technology/
process has been replicated from 
another region for the first time, 
this certainly counts as being 
innovative.

Transferability (20%)

How easy is it to replicate the 
best practices of your strategy/
technology/process and apply 
them to other locations locally 
or globally? Does it have the 
potential to become an industry 
best practice?
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The Commander-in-Chief Award for Excellence in the Field of Forensic Science recognizes 
novel and innovative use of forensic science tools and techniques by entities engaged in law 
enforcement activities. Model nominations should demonstrate how the current forensic science 
innovation aided criminal investigations and the wider impact of its use. Exemplary nominations 
should also illustrate how the current forensic science innovation was tested and subjected to 
scientific rigor.

EXCELLENCE IN FORENSIC SCIENCE AWARD

ENTRY CRITERIA:

$ Teams within global police forces, drug enforcement 
agencies, research institutions, and academia 
who have spearheaded ground-breaking scientific 
methodologies, and research programmes to solve 
crime.

$ Entries can be related to any crime form and any 
vertical within forensics and criminology including 
genetics, fingerprints, digital forensics, etc. 

$ Open for multiple entries from departments within 
a police force, law enforcement agency, research 
institution, or academia. 

$ Entry can be submitted on an individual or team 
level.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED: 

Cover letter:

The entry must include a cover letter summarising 
why the team/unit is submitting an entry for this 
award category. The cover letter must be 500 words 
or less, personalised, and must articulate the team’s 
(or the individual’s) journey and story in championing 
the scientific research/project for the benefit of the 
force. The cover letter must include information on key 
initiatives, research methodologies, and cost benefits, 
if any, that have helped the programme. 

Note: Cover letters can either be typed into the text 
box provided in the portal or may be uploaded as an 
attachment (word document or PDF).

Acknowledgment letters (mandatory)

Please include at least one acknowledgment/
recommendation letter from your superiors or the 
head of the department highlighting the team’s 
efforts. Accepted formats: PDFs or image files (JPG/
PNG). Letters that do not have signatures will not be 
accepted. Letters must be addressed to the Awards 
Jury of the World Police Awards 2023.

Other supporting documents (Optional)

• Links to any news articles, interviews, or publications 
that highlight the crime

• Photos or links to industry awards or recognition 
received if any

JUDGING CRITERIA:

Measurable Impact (50%)

Please highlight how you (or your 
team) have made exceptional 
contributions to the development 
of forensic science. Try to quantify 
the scientific impact of your 
research on the enhancement 
of criminal identification/
criminology/crime scene 
investigation as much as possible; 
the more numbers you include, the 
better.

Innovation (30%)

Please explain how you (or your 
team) have embraced science, 
technology, and innovation to 
enhance the forensic capabilities 
of your force. Please note that 
innovation does not necessarily 
imply something completely new, 
for example, if a technology/
process has been replicated from 
another region for the first time, 
this certainly counts as being 
innovative.

Transferability (20%)

How easy is it to replicate the 
best practices of your strategy/
technology/process and apply 
them to other locations locally 
or globally? Does it have the 
potential to become an industry 
best practice?
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This award category recognises ground-breaking innovation programmes within global police 
forces that have a major influence on enhancing the day-to-day operations of police forces or 
augmenting public safety and security.

INNOVATIVE POLICE FORCE AWARD

ENTRY CRITERIA:

$ Teams within global police forces and law enforcement 
agencies who have spearheaded innovative 
methodologies, technologies, and research programmes 
to solve crimes or enhance operational capabilities of the 
force.

$ Entries can be related to any type of innovation within 
police forces and law enforcement agencies including 
operational enhancement, training, officer wellbeing, 
traffic safety, etc. 

$ Open for multiple entries from departments within a police 
forces and law enforcement agencies. 

$ Entry can be submitted on an individual or team level.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED: 

Cover letter:

The entry must include a cover letter summarising 
why the team/unit is submitting an entry for this 
award category. The cover letter must be 500 words 
or less, personalised, and must articulate the team’s 
(or the individual’s) journey and story in championing 
the scientific research/project for the benefit of the 
force. The cover letter must include information on key 
initiatives, research methodologies, and cost benefits, if 
any, that have helped the force. 

Note: Cover letters can either be typed into the text 
box provided in the portal or may be uploaded as an 
attachment (word document or PDF).

Acknowledgment letters (mandatory)

Please include at least one acknowledgment/
recommendation letter from your superiors or the 
head of the department highlighting the team’s 
efforts. Accepted formats: PDFs or image files (JPG/
PNG). Letters that do not have signatures will not be 
accepted. Letters must be addressed to the Awards Jury 
of the World Police Awards 2023.

Other supporting documents (Optional)

• Links to any news articles, interviews, or publications 
that highlight the crime

• Photos or links to industry awards or recognition 
received if any

JUDGING CRITERIA:

Measurable Impact (50%)

Please highlight how your force 
has embraced innovation to 
enhance day-to-day operations 
or to enhance public safety and 
security. Try to quantify the 
impact of the innovation projects 
as much as possible; the more 
numbers you include, the better. 

Quality of the delivery (30%)

Was the project completed on 
time and within budget? Did 
the project deliverables match 
or exceed the initial objectives? 
Was the community/public 
involved in enhancing the 
project’s efficiency? Describe the 
challenges that were faced and 
how they were dealt with. What 
lessons were learned to improve 
the management of future 
projects?

Transferability (20%)

How easy is it to replicate the 
best practices of your strategy/
technology/process and apply 
them to other locations locally 
or globally? Does it have the 
potential to become an industry 
best practice?
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CONNECT AND FOLLOW US FOR MORE UPDATES:

#worldpolicesummit

sales@worldpolicesummit.com

conference@worldpolicesummit.com

awards@worldpolicesummit.com

Awards Enquiries:

speakers@worldpolicesummit.com

DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE, UAE

AWARDS

www.worldpolicesummit.com/awards

Visit our Website


